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Agenda

14:00-14:05 Introduction (Jamal Anderson, Carolyn Nguyen)

14:05-15:05 Trustworthy AI: principles, governance and 

enabling policy (Carolyn Nguyen)

15:05-15:15 Break

15:15-15:55 AI and COVID-19 (Geralyn Miller) 

15:15-16:15 Privacy-preserving technologies (Geralyn Miller)

16:15-16:55 AI use cases in the real world (Ted Way) 

16:55-17:10 Summing up and Q&A
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Trustworthy AI: principles, 

governance and enabling policy

M-H. Carolyn Nguyen

Director, Technology Policy, Microsoft

1. AI overview

2. Principles for trustworthy AI

3. Responsible AI at Microsoft

4. Shaping AI policy development

5. AI policy considerations
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Economic

14% ↑ in global GDP by 2030, $15.7 Trillion*

*PwC, 2018



Computers Understanding the World

Perception Comprehension
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Accelerating AI innovation

2016
Object recognition 

human parity

2017
Speech recognition

human parity

2018
Reading comprehension 

human parity 

2018
Machine translation 

human parity

2018
Speech synthesis 

near-human parity

2019
General Language 

Understanding human parity



Project Tokyo: inclusive design
Cecily Morrison, MBE, Microsoft Researcher

Visual agent technology that extends the capabilities of people who are blind and low-vision by 
dynamically lighting up the social landscape and enable more natural social interaction.



Advances That Make AI Real



AI as a Cloud Service
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Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS)

Basic compute, network  and storage resources

Platform as a Service (PaaS)

On-demand application-hosting environment (e.g., Azure)

Software as a Service (SaaS)

Cloud applications (e.g., AI, cognitive services)
AI 

services



Promise

Good

AI for Earth

AI for 
Accessibility

AI for 
Humanitarian 
Action

AI for Cultural
Heritage AI for Health



FarmBeats

White Space
Unlicensed, long-range, 

and low-cost TV White 

Space radios connect 

sensors and capture data

Heat Map
Algorithms process 

data to create a 

detailed heat map of 

the field 

Local Farm Computer
Windows 10 IoT-based 

Azure IoT Gateway performs 

computations and AI at the 

FarmBeats Edge in the 

farmer’s house/office 

Farmer
Heat map data is sent 

to a farmer who 

applies insight to 

increase efficiency and 

conserve resources

Soil Sensor
Solar-powered soil 

sensors gather moisture, 

soil chemistry, and 

temperature data

TYE Balloons
Low-cost Tethered Eye 

helium balloons 

continuously stream 

images and video of the 

farm to the Azure IoT 

Gateway in places where 

drones are not permitted

Drones
Autopilot drones gather 

aerial imagery (visible 

and multi-spectral)

Azure Cloud
Machine learning algorithms 

integrate sensor data with aerial 

imagery and crop predictionsFarmBeats provides farmers with 

access to Microsoft Cloud and AI 

technologies, enabling data-driven 

decisions to improve agricultural 

yield, lower overall costs, and reduce 

the environmental impact of 

agricultural production



amplify 

human ingenuity

Principles and Policies 

for Trustworthy AI

Reasoning Understanding Interacting



Design AI to Earn Trust
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most

fundamental



Understand

affect recommendations

Attract diverse

detect eliminate bias

Human review
Fairness

Fairness
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Evaluate training data, data provenance and

integrity

Test extensively (and enable a user

feedback loop)

Monitor ongoing performance

Design for unexpected circumstances—

including nefarious attacks

Human in the loop

Reliability & Safety
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Comply with existing privacy laws (e.g. the General 

Data Protection Regulation

Provide transparency about data collection and use

Use de-identification techniques to promote both 

privacy and security

Design systems to protect against bad actors 

Privacy & Security
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Inclusiveness

Inclusive design practices to address 

potential barriers that could 

unintentionally exclude people

Enhances opportunities for those 

with disabilities

Build trust through contextual

interaction 

EQ in addition to IQ
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Transparency

People should understand how 

decisions were made

Provide contextual explanations

Make it easier to raise awareness of 

potential bias, errors and unintended 

outcomes
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Accountability

People must be accountable for how 

their systems operate

Norms should be observed 

during system design and in an 

ongoing manner

Role for internal review boards
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Today’s Workplace 

Transformed

nature work jobs

on-demand economy

Focus on skills training
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AI Policy Development
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• Responsible AI at Microsoft

• Shaping AI policy development



Our Approach to Responsible AI 

Innovating

responsibly

Empowering

others

Fostering positive 

impact

Advanced research

Practice and tooling innovations

Company-wide governance

AI Business School

Industry case studies

Practical tools and guidance

Industry working groups

Shaping public policy

AI for Good grants 

Will discuss here Will discuss in later presentations



Human 
Attention & 
Cognition

Engineering 
Practices for 

AI

Intelligibility & 
Explainability

Fairness 
and Bias

Human-AI 
Collab and 
Interaction

AI Reliability 
and Safety

Sensitive 
Uses of AI

AI Ethics and Effects in Engineering and Research



The Office of Responsible AI

Set company-wide policies and 

practices for responsible AI.  

Ensure that roles and

responsibilities are

defined clearly.

Internal
policy

Ensure readiness to adopt

responsible AI practices

within Microsoft.

Support our customers

and partners to

do the same.

Enablement

Operate intake and triage

function for Sensitive Uses.

Case 
management

Formulate and advocate for 

responsible AI policies

externally.

Public
policy



Mission:

• Develop and share best practices

• Advance public understanding

• Provide an open & inclusive platform for 

discussion & engagement

• Foster AI for socially beneficial purposes
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AI Policy Framework

Enable broad deployment and continued innovation

• Practical principles for trustworthy and human-

centered AI

• Sharing of best practices

• Voluntary, consensus-based, market-driven standards

• Sectoral, technology-neutral regulation if necessary

• Multi-stakeholder dialogues

A regulatory environment that fosters trustworthy AI 

innovation and adoption
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Multistakeholder Engagements

Values & Principles

Best 
Practices & 

Codes of 
Conduct

Standards
Laws & 

Regulations

Trustworthy AI Implementation

Open 
Source



Global AI Policy Development: 
Competitiveness and Leadership

• National AI strategies  
− Economic growth & innovation

− AI research, infrastructure, platforms

− AI governance commission & oversight

− Education & awareness 

− Skills development

− Strategic relationships

− National security

• Multilateral organizations

• Bilateral and regional 

collaborations
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UN Roadmap on Digital Cooperation

Global Cooperation 

• Build global capacity 

lack of representation 

Sustainable Development Goals 
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OECD Principles and Recommendations for Artificial Intelligence

OECD countries

Adopted with OECD countries

G20 countries outside of OECD

EU countries as part of G20

• OECD countries (36)+ Argentina, Brazil, Colombia, Costa Rica, Peru, Romania 

adopted 22 May 2019.

• G20 countries adopted Principles 9 June 2019.

• Principles for responsible stewardship of trustworthy AI:

1. Inclusive growth, sustainable development and well-being

2. Human-centred values and fairness

3. Transparency and explainability

4. Robustness, security and safety

5. Accountability

• National policies and international co-operation for trustworthy AI:

1. Investing in AI research and development

2. Fostering a digital ecosystem for AI

3. Shaping an enabling policy environment for AI

4. Building human capacity and preparing for labour market transformation

5. International co-operation for trustworthy AI
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OECD: Moving from Principles to Practice

• Platform to share and shape public policies for responsible, 

trustworthy and beneficial AI

─ Multi-disciplinary

─ Evidence-based analysis

─ Global multi-stakeholder partnerships

─ Real-time data

• COVID-19 watch

• International cooperation

• OECD Network of Experts on AI (ONE AI)

1) Classifying AI systems 

2) Implementing trustworthy AI

3) National AI policies

4) AI Compute



AI research country networks

Between-country AI skills migrationAI publications vs GDP per capita by country, region, in time

OECD.AI: 
Evidence-based policy making with Microsoft Academic Graph & LinkedIn Economic Graph



AI Policy Considerations
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Facial Recognition

Government regulation is needed

Principles Microsoft adopted:

• Fairness

• Transparency

• Accountability

• Non-discrimination

• Notice and consent

• Lawful surveillance

U.S. State of Washington law passed 

Mar 2020
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Privacy and General Data Protection Regulation

Privacy is fundamental to trust and adoption of AI

• Comprehensive data protection regulation enables responsible AI 

innovation 

• General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) principles

− Transparency and accountability

− Individual empowerment and control

− Corporate responsibility

− Enforcement and redress

• Additional considerations

− Data minimization may lead to bias

− Encourage use of pseudonymized data and privacy-

preserving technologies

− Legitimate interest in data processing

− Contextual use of data

• Global interoperability facilitates cross-border data flow



Trusted Data Sharing

Access to data is fundamental to AI development

• There will be lots of data*

─ 2025: 75 billion IoT devices; ~463 exabytes of data generated per 

day, most from sensors (200M DVDs)

─ 2030: 90% of population older than six will be online

• Value of data

─ Use of public-sector data can add 0.1%-1.5% of GDP, and 1%-2.5% 

of GDP when private-sector data are included^

─ Informed policy-making

• Growing data divide

• Trusted data sharing requires holistic approach

• Technology securing data at rest, in transit, and in use

• Policy & regulatory framework 

• Tools to enable data sharing 

• Data-sharing culture

*How Much Data Is Created Every Day? [27 Powerful Stats] (seedscientific.com)
^ OECD

• Open

• Usable

• Empowering

• Secure

• Private

• Data use agreements

• Open Data Policy Lab

• Differential privacy

• Azure open datasets

20 by 2022:

• Climate change

• COVID-19

• Health research

• Education

• Labor market

https://seedscientific.com/how-much-data-is-created-every-day/


Cross-border data flow 

• Challenges to “data free-flow with trust” (DFFT)

─ Lack of interoperable privacy frameworks & Schrems II

─ Unlimited government access to data

─ Data localization measures

• People are concerned about privacy & security of their 

data and (foreign) government access 

• Companies need regulatory certainty to protect customers 

data & fulfill potential of cloud

• Law enforcements are concerned about national security

• Some principles for consideration:

─ Internationally interoperable legal regimes that minimize 

conflicts of law, with mechanisms to resolve conflicts.

─ Data minimization in seeking access to data.

─ Transparency & accountability on government access to data.



Ensuring AI

Empowers Us All

Technology + Policy 
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OECD Integrated Policy Framework



Key Learnings

Trust is foundational to realizing the potential of AI

• All stakeholders have roles in the development and deployment of trustworthy AI

• Organization-wide governance is essential to developing a responsible-AI culture

• The OECD Principles for responsible stewardship of trustworthy AI is the most widely 
accepted set of principles by governments around the world – and is a good basis for any 
national/regional AI strategy

• Comprehensive privacy and data protection regulation enables responsible-AI innovation

• Trusted data sharing requires a holistic approach and a data sharing culture

• Cross-border data flow with trust enables full cloud and AI potential

• A whole-of-government approach can ensure that AI empowers us all



Thank you!



Microsoft Resources

• The Future Computed: Artificial Intelligence and its Role in Society 
(https://blogs.microsoft.com/blog/2018/01/17/future-computed-artificial-intelligence-role-society/) 

• The Future Computed: AI and Manufacturing (https://news.microsoft.com/futurecomputed/) 

• AI resources: www.microsoft.com/ai

− “Learn”: AI Business School, AI School, AI Lab, Experience AI

− “Approach”: Responsible AI 

• Digital skills: www.microsoft.com/digital-skills

• AI for good: www.microsoft.com/ai/ai-for-good

• AI research: www.microsoft.com/research/research-area/artificial-intelligence

• OECD AI Policy Observatory: oecd.ai

https://blogs.microsoft.com/blog/2018/01/17/future-computed-artificial-intelligence-role-society/
https://news.microsoft.com/futurecomputed/
http://www.microsoft.com/ai
http://www.microsoft.com/digital-skills
http://www.microsoft.com/ai/ai-for-good
http://www.microsoft.com/research/research-area/artificial-intelligence
http://www.microsoft.com/digital-skills


AI for Health

Geralyn Miller
Health Strategist

AI for Good Research Lab

Microsoft

geramill@microsoft.com



AI for Good
Empowering the people working to 

solve humanity’s greatest issues

AI for

Accessibility

AI for

Earth

AI for

Humanitarian

Action

AI for

Cultural Heritage

AI for

Health



Health is a 

global issue

Technology’s role:

• Advancing research

• Democratizing data

• Protecting against health crises

• Improving access to care for 

underserved populations



AI for Health

A $60 million, five-year 

philanthropic program created 

to empower those working to 

tackle some of the toughest 

challenges in health.



Collaborating with grantees

Azure grants

Access to

Microsoft’s

top data and 

research

scientists

Technology

expertise

and resources

A foundation of privacy, security, and ethics

Developed in collaboration with leading health experts

Open source models shared with research community



Focus areas

Quest for Discovery
Accelerating medical research to advance 

the prevention, diagnoses, and treatment 

of diseases.

Global Health Insights
Increasing our shared understanding of 

mortality and longevity to protect against 

global health crises.

Health Equity
Improving access to care for underserved 

populations.



AI for Health partners and grantees



Grantee: Novartis 

Foundation

Working to eliminate leprosy

• 200,000 new cases diagnosed yearly

• Early diagnosis helps improve prognosis and 

limit disease transmission

• Developing AI-enabled digital tool to classify 

images of lesions

• Tool enables referral to healthcare professionals 

for early diagnosis

• Through the Global Partnership for Zero 

Leprosy, the imagery database and AI code will 

be made publicly accessible to empower leprosy 

researchers around the world.





AI for Health 

COVID-19 Response

Impact areas

• Data and insights

• Treatment and diagnostics

• Allocation of resources

• Dissemination of accurate 

information

• Basic scientific research

https://blogs.microsoft.com/on-the-issues/2020/04/09/ai-for-

health-covid-19/

https://blogs.microsoft.com/on-the-issues/2020/04/09/ai-for-health-covid-19/


Accelerating research and keeping communities safe

Progress to date

• Awarded 150+ grants since April 

2020

• Research length sometimes reduced 

from months to days

• Expedited work helps policymakers 

make data-driven public health and 

safety decisions

https://blogs.microsoft.com/on-the-issues/2020/11/09/ai-for-

health-covid-19-update/

1

8%

2 14%

3 31%
4

8%

5 39%

AI for Health 

COVID-19 

Response

https://blogs.microsoft.com/on-the-issues/2020/11/09/ai-for-health-covid-19-update/


COVID-19 partners and grantees



Grantee:

Folding@home

Working across borders to better 

understand COVID-19

• Distributed computing project at 

Washington University in St. Louis

• Organizing millions of volunteers to 

run COVID-19 protein simulations

• Accelerated by Azure to run 

simulations at speed and scale

• Using AI to better understand the 

relationship between proteins and 

diseases with a goal of accelerating 

new therapeutics, including for 

COVID-19



Grantee: UCB

The COVID-19 Moonshot Project

Using AI and computational design 

to accelerate drug discovery

• A grassroots employee volunteer 

effort to accelerate research to 

combat COVID-19

• Identified 150 new molecules that 

could potentially counteract 

replication of the SARS-CoV-2 virus 

and aid in drug therapies 

• Utilized the massive compute power 

of the cloud to do in weeks what was 

not possible on internal infrastructure



UCB | Satya Nadella at Microsoft Ignite 2020

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-oRqAMxlxtE&feature=youtu.be


COVID-19 High Performance 

Computing Consortium

Advancing the pace of scientific 

discovery to stop the virus

• Private-public effort spearheaded by 

White House Office of Science and 

Technology Policy

• Provides researchers access to world’s 

most powerful high-performance 

computing resources

• Microsoft is a founding member and 

provides grants through AI for Health https://covid19-hpc-consortium.org/

https://covid19-hpc-consortium.org/


Grantee:

Duke University

Addressing short supply of ventilators

• COVID-19 High Performance 

Computing Consortium + AI for 

Health grantee

• Two-person ventilator splitting is 

possible and can help with supply 

issues, but only for patients 

with similar characteristics

• Conducted millions of simulations to 

determine optimal volumes and 

pressures expected for ventilator 

splitting between two patients 

with different characteristics

• Submitted for emergency FDA 

approval



Duke University Ventilator splitting project video

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=E6qy3N-ZVqw&feature=emb_logo


Understanding and tracking progress

AI for Health COVID-19 

Data Visualizations

• Interactive visualizations 

available to everyone

• Full transparency into 

scope of problem

• Unique metric, Progress 

to Zero, to track 

progress globally

https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/ai/ai-for-health-covid-data

https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/ai/ai-for-health-covid-data


Grantee: Washington State

Department of Health

Providing the public with timely and accurate data

• Interactive dashboard gives local population the 

most up-to-date information on the COVID-19 

outbreak in their area

https://www.doh.wa.gov/Emergencies/COVID19

Governor's Office

Data-driven, county-level decision-making

• Dashboard provides data used to decide whether it’s 

safe for a county to enter a new phase of reopening

https://coronavirus.wa.gov/what-you-need-know/covid-19-risk-

assessment-dashboard

https://www.doh.wa.gov/Emergencies/COVID19
https://coronavirus.wa.gov/what-you-need-know/covid-19-risk-assessment-dashboard


Grantee:

Institute for Health Metrics and Evaluation (IHME)

Forecasting COVID-19 impact

• Forecasts show demand for 

hospital services, daily and 

cumulative deaths, rates of 

infection and testing, and 

the impact of social 

distancing, organized by 

country and state

• Working with AI for Health 

enabled rapid response to 

scale and share data 

globally
www.healthdata.org

http://www.healthdata.org/
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Privacy Challenges

Privacy is a major issue by which we are all impacted, but current 

methods for preserving privacy have limitations.

Option 1: Opt out
Limitation: Blocks critical insights needed to unlock additional knowledge relevant for cancer 

research, rare disease, opiod crisis, etc

Option 2: De-identify the data
Limitation: Eliminates critical elements needed to answer research questions. 

Limitation: When combined with other data, personal information can often be re-identified

We need new techniques that preserve privacy yet enable robust data 

analysis



Case Study in Re-identification
Governor William Weld’s Medical Information

William Weld was the governor of 

Massachusetts (1991-1997)

HMO’s released hospital data to researchers 

for the purpose of improving healthcare and 

controlling costs

Latanya Sweeney, an MIT grad student in 

computer science, bought for $10 voter 

registration data for Cambridge, MA

She cross linked this voter data with the HMO 

data and was able to identify the medical 

records of the governor









Differential Privacy—What is it?

Developed in 2006 by a team of researchers led by Cynthia Dwork, Distinguished 

Scientist at Microsoft Research 

A privacy preserving technique that provides a mathematically provable 

guarantee of privacy protection

Works by introducing relatively small inaccuracies, or statistical noise, into the 

calculations/queries

These inaccuracies are large enough to protect privacy, but small enough such that the answers 

provided to analysts and researchers are still useful

The amount of information revealed from each query is calculated and deducted from an overall 

privacy budget to halt additional queries when personal privacy may be compromised.

Protects an individual’s information as if the information was not used in the 

analysis at all

Masks the contribution of any single individual, making it impossible to infer information 

specific to an individual













Microsoft and Harvard 

Institute for Quantitative 

Social Science

An open collaboration to build a 

platform for differential privacy 

• Platform and algorithms open to all 

developers, researchers, companies 

worldwide to ensure transparency and 

build trust 
https://github.com/opendifferentialprivacy

• A royalty-free license under Microsoft’s 

own differential privacy patents will be 

granted to the world 

• Builds on Microsoft’s work around 

homomorphic encryption and confidential 

computing, which looks to advance security 

in the cloud. 

https://github.com/opendifferentialprivacy


Differential Privacy References

 Cynthia Dwork’s brief A Firm Foundation for Private Data Analysis, 

written for a broad technical audience

 Differential Privacy: A Primer for a Non-technical Audience, the 

product of a working group of the Privacy Tools for Sharing Research 

Data project at Harvard University

 John Kahan’s LinkedIn article on the collaboration between Microsoft 

and Harvard’s Institute for Quantitative Social Science

https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/research/wp-content/uploads/2011/01/dwork_cacm.pdf
https://salil.seas.harvard.edu/files/salil/files/differential_privacy_primer_nontechnical_audience.pdf
https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/microsoft-harvards-institute-quantitative-social-science-john-kahan/


THANK YOU!
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Data explosion: 2013 4.4 ZB - 2025 175 ZB

Machine Learning & AI proliferating

Real-time insights

Interactive user experiences

Autonomous decision making

Cloud-scale services

Converting data to intelligence

Flexible scale

Low latency

High throughput
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Source: IDC 2019

AI demands more and more

© Copyright Microsoft Corporation. All rights reserved. 
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Pre-built Custom

Cloud

Heavy 
edge

Light 
edge

FPGA

CPU

GPU

ASIC

What?

Where?

How?



AI transcription demo



Case Studies









 Customer overview

 Problem to solve





Safe spaces



 Customer overview

 Problem to solve



Computer Vision 

for Spatial Analysis

Enables building applications 

to analyze live video and 

understand people’s 

movement in physical space.



Use Cases

People Counting Social Distancing Enter/Exit Spaces

3
!



People Counting 3



Social Distancing !



Oil and gas



 Customer problem



OCR (Read) Overview



Form Recognizer
Easily extract text, keys, and tables from your documents



What we trained with What customers uploaded

Licensed under the Creative Commons Attribution-Share 

Alike 4.0 International license, attributed to MCruz

Licensed under the Creative Commons Attribution-Share 

Alike 4.0 International license, attributed to Donald Trung



 Solution

 Value



Documents



Mixed Languages…



Manufacturing



 Customer overview

 Customer problem





PASS

FAIL





Low-code/no-code AI



 Azure Machine Learning Studio

 Automated machine learning





Conclusions



 Trustworthy AI

 AI and COVID-19

 Privacy-preserving technologies

 AI in the real world



Thank you!



 Microsoft Airband

 Case studies

 Azure Cognitive Services

 Azure Machine Learning


